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Reading free preview page 2 is not displayed in this preview. Jose Saramago's 1995 novel About the film adaptation of the novel, see Blindness (film 2008). Blindness 1 th edition Cover (Portuguese)AuthorJosé SaramagoOriginal titleEnsaio sobre a cegueiraTranslatorGiovanni PontieroFacetedPortugal
LanguageRolgeGengePublic publisherUsamityPublicistPost1995Public in EnglishOstober 1997Dimentate (Hardcover, paper pages288ISBN1-86046-297-9OCLC38225068Debeya decimal869.3/42 21LC ClassPQ9281.A66 E6813 1997Showed bySee Meaning Essay on Blindness) is a novel by the Portuguese writer
Jose Sarmago. It is one of Sarmago's most famous novels, along with the gospel according to Jesus Christ and Baltassar and Brimunda. In 1998, Saramago was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature, and blindness was one of his works noted by the commission when he announced the award. [1] The plot summary
Blindness is the story of an unexplained mass epidemic of blindness that suffers almost everyone in an unnamed city, and the social crisis that quickly follows. The novel follows the misfortune of a handful of unnamed characters who were among the first to be struck down by blindness, including the doctor's wife, her
husband, several of his patients and assorted others who were thrown together by accident. After a prolonged and traumatic quarantine in a shelter, the group group together in the family department to survive according to their minds and with the inexplicable good condition that the doctor's wife escaped blindness. The
sudden and inexplicable nature and origin of blindness cause panic, and the social order is quickly revealed as the government tries to curb apparent contagion and maintain order through increasingly repressive and non-euphysic measures. The first part of the novel follows the experience of the central characters in the
filthy, overcrowded refuge where they and other blind people have been quarantined. Hygiene, living conditions and morale deteriorated terribly in a very short period, reflecting society from the outside. Concern about the availability of food caused by supply irregularities acts to undermine solidarity; and the lack of
organization prevents interns from distributing a lot of food or choirs. Soldiers assigned to guard the refuge and care for the welfare of the internadies become increasingly antipathy when one soldier after another becomes infected. The military refuses to allow the delivery of basic medicine, which ensures that ordinary
infection becomes deadly. Fearing escape, the soldiers brought down a crowd of interns waiting for food delivery. The conditions emerged even more as armed police gained control of food supplies, subjecting them to their fellow internees and exposing them to violence, rape and deprivation. Faced with starvation, the
inter-lys fought each other and burned the refuge, only to discover that the army had abandoned then the heroes join the crowds of almost helpless blind people who wander into the devastated city and fight against each other to survive. The story then follows the doctor's wife, wife and impratic family as they try to
survive outside, cared for largely by the doctor's wife, who can still see (though she has to hide this fact at first). At this point, the disintegration of society is close to total. Law and Order, social services, government, schools, etc., are no longer functioning. Families are separated and cannot find each other. People squat
in abandoned buildings and stuff for food. Violence, disease, and despair threaten to conquer human longing. The doctor and his wife and their new family eventually made a permanent home in the doctor's home and created a new order for their lives when blindness rose en masse from the city, just as suddenly and
inexplicably as it was striking. Heroes The wife of the doctor The doctor's wife is the only character in the novel who does not lose his sight. This phenomenon remains inexplicable through the novel. She doesn't want to let her husband be interned, she lies to the state doctors and claims she's blind. As such, it is interned
with the rest of the suffering. Once inside, she tries to help the compound organize, but she is increasingly unable to keep the animals on the compound. When an area starts withholding food and demands that women from other areas submit to rape in exchange for food, it kills the leader of their area. After fleeing the
camp, she helped her group survive in the city. The doctor's wife is the de facto leader of their small group, although in the end she often serves their needs and serves them as a nurse. [2] The doctor is an ophthalmologist trapped blind after treating a patient with what will be called a white disease. The doctor was
among the first to be quarantined with his wife. Because of his medical expertise, he has some power among those in quarantine. Although much of the doctor's power stems from the fact that his wife has not go blind; she is able to see what is happening in the area and conveys what she sees to her husband. When the
group from his ward finally escaped, they eventually traveled and stayed in the doctor's and his wife's apartment. Several of the other main characters were visiting the doctor's office when the epidemic began to spread. [2] The girl in the dark glasses is a former part-time prostitute who is blind while with a client. She
seemingly contracted white blindness while visiting a doctor due to conjunctivitis (hence dark glasses). She was unceremoned removed from the hotel and taken to be quarantined at the refuge. Once inside, she joins the small group of people who have been infected in the doctor's office. When the thief described her on
her way to the toilet, she on his heel shoe— to give him a wound from which he will eventually die. While inside, she also takes care of the boy with the slob, whose mother can not be found anywhere. At the end of the story, she and the old man with the black eye patch become lovers. [2] The old man with the black
blindfold the old man with the black blindfold is the last person to join the first ward. He brings with him a portable transistor radio, which allows the radio station to listen to the news. He is also the chief architect of the failed attack on the area of hooligans who accumulate food rations. After the group escaped quarantine,
the old man became the girl's lover with the dark glasses. [2] The tear dog is a dog that joins the small group of blind people as they leave quarantine. While he is mostly loyal to the doctor's wife, he helps the whole group by protecting them from all groups of dogs that are becoming more and more airy. He is called a dog
of tears, because he connects with the group when he licks the tears from the face of the doctor's wife. [2] The boy with the slob is a doctor's patient, which is most likely how he became infected. He was brought into quarantine without his mother and soon joined the group in the first ward. The girl with the dark glasses
takes on a maternal role for him, as she takes care of him and ensures his safety. [2] The car thief After the first blind man was blind on the move, the car thief took him home and subsequently stole his car. Soon after he went blind, the car thief and the first blind man collided with each other in quarantine, where they
soon appeared to strike. They don't have time to resolve the conflict, as the car thief was the first to be killed by the guards. He was shot while trying to ask the guards for treatment of his infected leg. [2] The first blind person to go blind is blind in the middle of traffic waiting at a traffic light. He immediately goes home and
then to the doctor's office, where he infects all other patients and the doctor. He is one of the main members of the first ward - the ward with all the initial interns. When the epidemic is over, he's the first person to regain his sight. [2] The wife of the first blind man, the first blind man's wife, went blind soon after helping her
husband go into quarantine. They gather randomly in quarantine. After entering, she also joins the first ward with the doctor and the doctor's wife. When the ward of bullies begins to require women to sleep with them to be fed, the first blind man's wife to go, in solidarity with others. [2] The man with the gun is the leader of
the hooligans, who controls the supply of food in the quarantine system. He and his ward take the rations by force and threaten to shoot someone who doesn't follow their orders. This compartment values from other enemy in exchange for food and when goods (such as bracelets and watches) begin to rape women. He
was later stabbed to death by the doctor's wife. [2] Blind accountant This man is not one of the sufferers of white disease, but he has been blind since birth. He's the only one in the area who can read and write a Braille letter and who knows how to use the cane. Besides, he's the second in command of the guy with the
gun in the hooligan squad. When the doctor's wife kills the man with the gun, the blind accountant takes the gun and tries to take control, but he can't support it. He died when one of the rape victims set fire to the ward. [2] The style of most Saramago works contains very long, breathless passages in which commas
replace periods, quotation marks, semicolons and colons. The lack of quotation marks around the dialogue means that the identity of the speakers (or the fact that a dialogue takes place) may not be immediately obvious to the reader. The lack of names of own symbols in blindness is typical for many of Saramago's
novels (for example, all names). Instead, the characters are called by descriptive names such as the doctor's wife, the car thief or the first blind person. Given the blindness of the characters, some of their names look ironic (the boy with a princess or the girl with the dark glasses). The city that suffered from blindness was
never called, nor the designated state. Several specific cultural identifiers are given that contribute to an element of timelessness and universality of the novel. Although there are some signs that the country is the homeland of Saramago of Portugal: the protagonist is shown eating chouriço, spicy sausage, and some
dialogue in the original Portuguese uses the familiar tu second person only face glago form (difference absent in most of Brazil). The church, with all its holy images, is probably of the Catholic variety. A sequel and adaptation, Saramago wrote a sequel to Blindness in 2004 titled See (Ensaio sobre a Lucidez, a literal
English translation essay of clarity), which was also translated into English. The sequel novel takes place in the same country, included in Blindness and features several of the same unnamed characters. An Anglo-Saxon adaptation of Blindness is directed by Fernando Merel. Filming began in July 2007 with Mark
Ruffalo as Doctor and Julianne Moore as the doctor's wife. The film opened at the Cannes Film Festival in 2008. In 2007, the Drama Award of the Theatre Troupe at Godlight Theatre Company[4] organized the theatrical premiere of Blindness in New York in 59E59 theaters. This scene version was adapted and directed
by Joe Antalo. The first blind man was played by Mike Roche. [5] [6] [7] The adaptation of the performance of the Polish team Teatr KTO was first presented in June 2010. The Old Quad College of the University of Edinburgh in 2012 Edinburgh Festival Fringe. Shortly before his death, Saramago gave german composer
Anne Schreier the rights to make an opera based on the novel. The libreto was written in German by Kerstin Maria Pöller. Like the German translation of the novel, the opera is titled Die Stadt der Blinden. It was its first performance on November 12, 2011 at the Zurich Opera House. In August 2020, Donmar Warehouse
created a socially distracted sound installation based on the novel. BLIND is adapted by Simon Stevens and directed by Walter Meyerjoan. Juliet Stevenson is the voice of the doctor's wife. [8] See also the Portal Romani Triffids Day, John Windham's novel (and his many adaptations) about society after the widespread
blindness Many monkeys The Land of the Blind of H.G. Wells The reference ukip has quotes related to: Jose Saramago ^ The Nobel Prize prize of the Literary 1998. The Nobel Prize. 8 October 1998 Retrieved 26 May 2020. Blindness symbols To mock the 10000 2008 Film Review of Blindness. Variety. Retrieved 2008-
05-14. Patti Lupone hosts the awards on May 23. Theaters. Archive of the original from 2014-03-12. [permanent dead link] ^ Goldberg, Myla. In Saramago's Blindness, a Vision of Human Nature. NPR.org. NPR. Retrieved December 26, 2016. 2014 Zero visibility. www.nytimes.com New Yorkers. Retrieved December 26,
2016. ^ Wyver, Kate (August 9, 2020). Blindness review - a blazing pandemic tale is brilliantly too close for comfort. The keeper. Retrieved September 14, 2020. Visited at
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